PAAV -Gitombo Update Newsletter February 2014
The year is still relatively young for me to wish you blessings for the days ahead in this 2014. Accept my
heartfelt gratitude for all you have done: encouragement, prayers, and your tax-deductible donations etc.
PAAV has come a long way in the last three years. I wanted you to know how much I have appreciated you
and all of your support in the past years and this time round for coming alongside me.

Water is a Reality in Gitombo! Praise be to God!
“For nothing is impossible with God”

You gave water as a gift to Gitombo.
The joy of flowing water in Gitombo is
real! Such excitement evident in the
village for both young and old.

Splashing in the water!

Firewood for the day.

Water is everything!
Listening and watching the
children of Gitombo enjoy
this wonderful commodity
is indeed gratifying.

Here are some of the testimonies of Gitombo residents:
“Our children can now devote time spent in drawing water to doing homework!”

“We can now grow vegetables near our home.” The most common vegetable is collard greens nationally
known as sukuma wiki meaning push the week. Historically, known as the cheapest vegetable that anyone
could afford while waiting for pay day! Ironically, this is one of the most nutritious vegetable packed with
lots of vitamins and iron.
We will maintain cleanliness.” I appreciate this since most germs are transported via dirty hands.
The water is piped to either side of the road. The people will finally bring water into their individual home
compounds. For now people use a variety of ways to bring the water home .

That final stage gives the village an opportunity to contribute something and develop a sense of ownership!

Goat-Eating Event: The children of Gitombo enjoyed Christmas gift in January! This was in the form of a
goat that was donated by someone here in Denver. This person called me one day and asked if it was okay to
give the children a goat. He gave me a check of $125 for the goat. When I told the people of Gitombo about
this, they felt the need for the school and a pit latrine was more urgent. So they requested that we commit
the funds to the school. Upon telling this kind man
about that decision, he said, “very well,
they can have
that check, but I still
want to give the
children a goat”! So he
brought me another check of $125.
Indeed the children en-

joyed a rare treat.

Each child enjoyed a juicy piece of goat meat, served with chunks of sugar-cane and bananas!

Gitombo New Hope School
We have now turned our efforts to building the first ever-school in Gitombo . In that regard a temporary
15ft by 25ft classroom has been constructed from $2000 donation by a family in Centennial. This building will fulfill multipurpose roles: as a classroom for preschoolers ages 3-5 years in the morning; revision class for all children in the afternoon, adult education class in the evening, and a fellowship hall for
Gitombo people. Thankfully desks have been donated! A teacher has already been identified and interviewed. The school is ready to roll on.
The idea of making a classroom out of an old storage tank was dropped following a conversation I had
with my mother. In her great wisdom she pointed out that the amount of stone in that old water storage
tank should be enough for substantial work in the construction of the future building! Correct. So the
tank has been demolished, the stones set aside for the soon-to-begin school construction.
Wanji & Gitombo say:
“Thank you & God Bless

You All”!
Tax-deductible donations
to: True Impact Ministries

